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101 Log Cabin Blocks with Full-size Patterns for Foundation
Piecing
Author: Causee, Linda.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: Everyone who loves Log Cabin Blocks will love this book! Not
only does it include the traditional Log Cabin block (in four sizes) it takes
the Log Cabin out of the past and into a new creative realm of
innovative block design. Linda Causee has twisted the logs and changed
the usual rectangular strip shape---making this the most exciting
collection of Log Cabin blocks ever! Using foundation methods for
piecing, you don't have to worry about cutting any weird shapes or
matching points. Pieces are added to a foundation using a stitch-and-flip
open technique where all you have to do is stitch on the line. Linda has
also included instructions for planning and finishing original quilts using
Log Cabin Blocks. 116 pages, with full-sized, easy-to-trace foundation
patterns. All 101 Blocks are shown in full color.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Everyone who loves Log Cabin Blocks will love this book! Not only does it include the traditional Log Cabin block (in
four sizes) it takes the Log Cabin out of the past and into a new creative realm of innovative block design. Linda
Causee has twisted the logs and changed the usual rectangular strip shape---making this the most exciting
collection of Log Cabin blocks ever! Using foundation methods for piecing, you don't have to worry about cutting
any weird shapes or matching points. Pieces are added to a foundation using a stitch-and-flip open technique where
all you have to do is stitch on the line. Linda has also included instructions for planning and finishing original quilts
using Log Cabin Blocks. 116 pages, with full-sized, easy-to-trace foundation patterns. All 101 Blocks are shown in
full color.
For Library Use: Bin 29
70 classic quilting patterns : ready-to-use designs and instructions
Author: Marston, Gwen.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: 8 p., 44 leaves of ill. ; 28 cm.

Keywords: Quilting--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

8 p., 44 leaves of ill. ; 28 cm.
For Library Use: Tote 1
America's Glorious Quilts
Author: .
Category: Coffee Table
Category:
Category: In April 1986 a the Great American Quilt
Festival and Contest was held in New York City. Participants
included the country's leading textile designers, authors,
teachers, collectors, prizewinning quilters from every state,
etc. Many of the entries are included in this publication.
Having researched and documented hundreds of quilts, the
editors wanted to know what makes a quilt really worth
collecting and where some of these quilts can be seen.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

In April 1986 a the Great American Quilt Festival and Contest was held in New York City. Participants included the
country's leading textile designers, authors, teachers, collectors, prizewinning quilters from every state, etc. Many of
the entries are included in this publication. Having researched and documented hundreds of quilts, the editors
wanted to know what makes a quilt really worth collecting and where some of these quilts can be seen.

For Library Use:
America's Heritage Quilts
Author: Wilens, Patricia.
Category: Art
Category:
Category: Looks at the history of American quilts, shows and describes traditional
patterns, and offers advice on planning and making a quilt
Keywords: Patchwork--United States--Patterns, Patchwork quilts--United States-History, Appliqué--United States--Patterns, Quilting--United States--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Looks at the history of American quilts, shows and describes traditional patterns, and offers advice on planning and
making a quilt
For Library Use: Box 1
American Patchwork and Quilting
Author: Gardens, Better Homes and.
Category:
Category:
Category: Shows a variety of traditional quilt designs, tells how to decorate with
quilts, and shares instructions for making quilts, wall hangings, and quilted clothing
Keywords: Patchwork--United States--Patterns, Quilting--United States--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
to request this title.

If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org

Shows a variety of traditional quilt designs, tells how to decorate with quilts, and shares instructions for making
quilts, wall hangings, and quilted clothing
For Library Use: Tote 1
Amish Crib Quilts
Author: Pellman, Rachel T..
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:

Category: Vintage 1985 softcover quilt book - Amish Crib Quilts by Rachel and
Kenneth Pellman. 96 pages. This beautiful book bursts with a wonderful collection of
antique Amish crib quilts. Told from an Amish child's point of view, this colorful volume
details the variety, beauty and stories of Amish crib quilts. Lovely full-color
photographs.
Editorial Reviews
About the Author
Rachel Thomas Pellman designs quilt kits and lectures widely about quilts. She is the
author or co-author of many well-known books about quilting. Among them are The
World of Amish Quilts and its companion how-to book, Amish Quilt Patterns; A
Treasury of Amish Quilts; Small Amish Quilt Pattens; A Tresury of Mennonite Quilts;
and The Country Bride Quilt. Rachel and her husband, Kenny, are the parents of two
adult sons and live near Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Keywords: Amish crib quilts--Exhibitions
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Vintage 1985 softcover quilt book - Amish Crib Quilts by Rachel and Kenneth Pellman. 96 pages. This beautiful book
bursts with a wonderful collection of antique Amish crib quilts. Told from an Amish child's point of view, this colorful
volume details the variety, beauty and stories of Amish crib quilts. Lovely full-color photographs.
Editorial Reviews
About the Author
Rachel Thomas Pellman designs quilt kits and lectures widely about quilts. She is the author or co-author of many
well-known books about quilting. Among them are The World of Amish Quilts and its companion how-to book,
Amish Quilt Patterns; A Treasury of Amish Quilts; Small Amish Quilt Pattens; A Tresury of Mennonite Quilts; and The
Country Bride Quilt. Rachel and her husband, Kenny, are the parents of two adult sons and live near Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.
For Library Use: Bag 1
Amish Life
Author: Hostetler, John Andrew.
Category: Social Science
Category:
Category: This book is now out of print from Herald Press.
Hosteler's authoritative book has sold more than 700,000 copies in various editions. The
author introduces the Amish people, describes their way of life, views of themselves and
outsiders, their mission in the world, social institutions, family and education, unique community customs, and their
small-scale approach to agriculture, sacrifices, and rewards. Full-color illustrations.
Keywords: Amish--United States--Social life and customs, Amish--Canada--Social life and customs
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

This book is now out of print from Herald Press.
Hosteler's authoritative book has sold more than 700,000 copies in various editions. The author introduces the
Amish people, describes their way of life, views of themselves and outsiders, their mission in the world, social
institutions, family and education, unique community customs, and their small-scale approach to agriculture,
sacrifices, and rewards. Full-color illustrations.
For Library Use: Bag 1
Amish Style: Clothing, Home Furnishing, Toys, Dolls,
and Quilts
Author: McLary, Kathleen.
Category: Design
Category:
Category: Lavishly illustrated in color and black-and-white
photos, Amish Style presents the northern Indiana Amish -"plain people" who try to maintain a religiously-focused,
community-oriented rural life in the midst of a material and
high-tech world. It is a fascinating glimpse of the Amish as
seen in the artifacts of their daily lives, including clothing,
home furnishings, toys, dolls, and quilts.
Keywords: Amish decorative arts, Amish--Social life and
customs
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

Lavishly illustrated in color and black-and-white photos, Amish Style presents the northern Indiana Amish -- "plain
people" who try to maintain a religiously-focused, community-oriented rural life in the midst of a material and hightech world. It is a fascinating glimpse of the Amish as seen in the artifacts of their daily lives, including clothing,
home furnishings, toys, dolls, and quilts.
For Library Use: Bag 1
Basket bonanza : 14 quilts from best-loved blocks
Author: Mahoney, Nancy.
Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: 14 quilt pattern from best loved blocks
Create a bounty of beautiful quilted baskets! A dozen old-fashioned basket blocks get a
makeover from topselling author Nancy Mahoney, known best for her quick-and-easy approach to quiltmaking.
· Choose from 14 projects, including a few make-in-a-weekend designs
· Learn to sew basket blocks in a fraction of the time required by traditional methods

· Get creative with pieced borders and striking secondary patterns
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Quilting--Patterns, Friendship quilts, Baskets in art
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
14 quilt pattern from best loved blocks
Create a bounty of beautiful quilted baskets! A dozen old-fashioned basket blocks get a makeover from topselling
author Nancy Mahoney, known best for her quick-and-easy approach to quiltmaking.
· Choose from 14 projects, including a few make-in-a-weekend designs
· Learn to sew basket blocks in a fraction of the time required by traditional methods
· Get creative with pieced borders and striking secondary patterns
For Library Use: Box 3
Beautiful patchwork gifts
Author: Seward, Linda.
Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: A book that contains instructions for lots of gifts for baby
and children, men, women, as well as treasures for the home and a
fresh array of Christmas tree ornaments, a Christmas clown, and a
bright ribbons and bows tablecloth.
You can mix and match 24 different 10 inch squares as well as 11
different two-inch-square designs.
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Quilting--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
A book that contains instructions for lots of gifts for baby and children, men, women, as well as treasures for the
home and a fresh array of Christmas tree ornaments, a Christmas clown, and a bright ribbons and bows tablecloth.
You can mix and match 24 different 10 inch squares as well as 11 different two-inch-square designs.
For Library Use:
Chintz Quilts: Unfading Glory- Based on the Chintz Quilts in the Collections of The Shelburne Museum,
Shelburne, Vermont and the Charleston Museum, Charleston, South Carolina
Author: Bullard, Lacy Folmar.
Category:
Category:

Category: From the Preface: "...Our purpose in writing
the book is twofold. We want to share with you the
beauty of chintz quilts; we also want to inspire you with
some different ideas in design and the use of chintz
fabric. Except for broderie perse, the techniques used in
making chintz quilts are the same used for making any
other kind of quilt. I had made several quilted projects
before I saw my first chintz quilt. I had always planned to
make a quilt, but just never got around to it. It was the
chintz that really inspired me to commit myself...." Betty
Jo Shiell
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

From the Preface: "...Our purpose in writing the book is twofold. We want to share with you the beauty of chintz
quilts; we also want to inspire you with some different ideas in design and the use of chintz fabric. Except for
broderie perse, the techniques used in making chintz quilts are the same used for making any other kind of quilt. I
had made several quilted projects before I saw my first chintz quilt. I had always planned to make a quilt, but just
never got around to it. It was the chintz that really inspired me to commit myself...." Betty Jo Shiell
For Library Use: Box 1
Christmas quilts & afghans
Author: Reames, Nancy.
Category:
Category:
Category: At head of title: Better homes and gardens.
80 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns, Afghans (Coverlets), Christmas decorations
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
At head of title: Better homes and gardens.
80 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.

For Library Use: Bag 1
Classic Quilts
Author: McKendry, Ruth.
Category:
Category:
Category:
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

For Library Use: Box 3
Clues in the calico : a guide to identifying and dating antique quilts
Author: Brackman, Barbara.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: The system unveiled here for dating heirloom quilts is based upon five
characteristics--fabric, style, color, technique, and pattern. In recounting the method's
evolution, which involved the examination of 900 date-inscribed specimens, Brackman imparts a colorful history of
quilt making.
Keywords: Quilts--United States--Identification, Quilts--United States--Dating
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
The system unveiled here for dating heirloom quilts is based upon five characteristics--fabric, style, color, technique,
and pattern. In recounting the method's evolution, which involved the examination of 900 date-inscribed
specimens, Brackman imparts a colorful history of quilt making.
For Library Use: Box 1
Color and cloth : the quiltmaker's ultimate workbook
Author: Penders, Mary Coyne.
Category:
Category:
Category: This unique workbook helps quilters develop the confidence and skill they need to
choose the right colors and fabrics from the dizzying spectrum found in fabric or quilting

stores. Readers will learn to develop a keenly personal sense of color and choose both a "focus fabric" and
supporting fabrics that will add excitement to their quilt. Once all the exercises are complete, the workbook
becomes a handy reference for making color and cloth decisions at home or while shopping.
Keywords: Quilting, Color in textile crafts
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
This unique workbook helps quilters develop the confidence and skill they need to choose the right colors and
fabrics from the dizzying spectrum found in fabric or quilting stores. Readers will learn to develop a keenly personal
sense of color and choose both a "focus fabric" and supporting fabrics that will add excitement to their quilt. Once
all the exercises are complete, the workbook becomes a handy reference for making color and cloth decisions at
home or while shopping.
For Library Use: Box 3
Color Fusion: Fiberworks by Laura Heine
Author: Heine, Laura.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: Combining an inspirational story of overcoming adversity and
discovering a hidden talent with award-winning quilting techniques, this guide
chronicles one woman's evolution into one of the world's top quilters. Beginners
and advanced quilters alike will learn intricate free-motion threadwork that fuses
colors, fabrics, and design into one quilt. Her prized techniques are thoroughly
discussed, including the basics for machine quilting, tools, specialty threads,
bobbin quilting, trapunto, and free motion work. Included are five original quilt
designs complete with patterns and step-by-step photographs for simple recreation.
About the Author
Laura Heine is an international quilt educator, a fabric designer for Kings Road, an educator for YLI Thread
Company, and the owner of Fiberworks quilt store. She lives in Billings, Montana.
Keywords: Heine, Laura, Quilting--Patterns, Patchwork--Patterns, Appliqué Patterns, Machine quilting
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Combining an inspirational story of overcoming adversity and discovering a hidden talent with award-winning
quilting techniques, this guide chronicles one woman's evolution into one of the world's top quilters. Beginners and
advanced quilters alike will learn intricate free-motion threadwork that fuses colors, fabrics, and design into one
quilt. Her prized techniques are thoroughly discussed, including the basics for machine quilting, tools, specialty
threads, bobbin quilting, trapunto, and free motion work. Included are five original quilt designs complete with
patterns and step-by-step photographs for simple re-creation.
About the Author

Laura Heine is an international quilt educator, a fabric designer for Kings Road, an educator for YLI Thread
Company, and the owner of Fiberworks quilt store. She lives in Billings, Montana.
For Library Use: Bin 29
The Complete Book of Quiltmaking
Author: Walker, Michele.
Category:
Category:
Category: Shows a variety of new and traditional quilts made in Britain, the U.S., and
Canada, explains how to design, piece, and assemble a quilt, and shares patchwork,
applique, and quilting patterns
Keywords: Quilting, Patchwork, Appliqué
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Shows a variety of new and traditional quilts made in Britain, the U.S., and Canada, explains how to design, piece,
and assemble a quilt, and shares patchwork, applique, and quilting patterns
For Library Use: Tote 1
A Constellation for Quilters: Star Patterns for Piecing
Author: LaBranche, Carol.
Category:
Category:
Category: Book by Carol LaBranche
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Star quilts
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Book by Carol LaBranche
For Library Use: Tote 1
Country quilts
Author: Seward, Linda.
Category:
Category:

Category: Includes bibliographical references (p. 161-162) and index.
168 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Patchwork quilts
Click Here to Buy This Book
request this title.

If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to

Includes bibliographical references (p. 161-162) and index.
168 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 31 cm.
For Library Use: Box 3
Creating with Paint
Author: Kahn, Sherrill.
Category: Arts & Photography
Category:
Category: Whether you consider yourself a crafter or an artist, a beginner or a
seasoned pro, you can use these techniques to create beautiful, sophisticated art
without the expensive supplies-and there's practically no need for a paintbrush!
Learn each innovative technique with eight step-by-step projects, including a vest,
journal, wall hanging, wood frame, and metal basket. Find easy-to-follow lessons
on painting, sponging, and rubber stamping; using crayons, brayers, and resists.
Discover how to use these simple methods on fabric, paper, wood, glass, ceramic,
or metal.
Review
- blend new methods and materials for unique results. The simple methods will attract all levels. -- --The Midwest
Book Review, March 2001
Keywords: Painting, Decoration and ornament
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Whether you consider yourself a crafter or an artist, a beginner or a seasoned pro, you can use these techniques to
create beautiful, sophisticated art without the expensive supplies-and there's practically no need for a paintbrush!
Learn each innovative technique with eight step-by-step projects, including a vest, journal, wall hanging, wood
frame, and metal basket. Find easy-to-follow lessons on painting, sponging, and rubber stamping; using crayons,
brayers, and resists. Discover how to use these simple methods on fabric, paper, wood, glass, ceramic, or metal.
Review
- blend new methods and materials for unique results. The simple methods will attract all levels. -- --The Midwest
Book Review, March 2001

For Library Use: Bin 7
Creative American quilting
Author: Knox, Gerald M..
Category:
Category:
Category: Spine title: Creative American quilting.
256 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Keywords: Quilting--United States--Patterns, Patchwork--United States--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Spine title: Creative American quilting.
256 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
For Library Use: Tote 1
Crib quilts and other small wonders : including complete patterns and instructions
for making your own crib quilts
Author: Woodard, Thomas K..
Category:
Category:
Category: Includes index.
vii, 136 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Keywords: Crib quilts--United States, Crib quilts--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Includes index.
vii, 136 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
For Library Use: Box 2
Curves in Motion. Quilt Designs & Techniques
Author: Dales, Judy B..
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home

Category:
Category: Working with curves in quilts opens the door to a world of immense
beauty, excitement, and grace. Quiltmaker Judy B. Dales teaches you her methods
for creating free-form curved designs. Step-by-step instructions take you from the
design stage through making the master pattern and templates, demonstrating
that curves need not be complex or difficult to be effective. Special techniques
showyou how to use registration and intersection marks to ensure perfectly flat
pieced tops. Learn to create contrasts using the color, value, and texture of your
fabrics. Includes 5 projects ranging from intermediate skill level to advanced.
Photographs of over 50 finished quilts provide creative inspiration.
Keywords: Patchwork, Quilting, Curves
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Working with curves in quilts opens the door to a world of immense beauty, excitement, and grace. Quiltmaker Judy
B. Dales teaches you her methods for creating free-form curved designs. Step-by-step instructions take you from
the design stage through making the master pattern and templates, demonstrating that curves need not be
complex or difficult to be effective. Special techniques showyou how to use registration and intersection marks to
ensure perfectly flat pieced tops. Learn to create contrasts using the color, value, and texture of your fabrics.
Includes 5 projects ranging from intermediate skill level to advanced. Photographs of over 50 finished quilts provide
creative inspiration.
For Library Use: Bin 27
Dazzling quilts : easy glitz and instant glamour
Author: Mostek, Pamela.
Category: Embellishment
Category:
Category: This book takes you through the process of selecting focal fabrics for the applique
layer, quilting, and adding the embellishments. Embellishments used include raw edge
applique, beads, a variety of thread types, crystals, free motion quilting, and more!
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns, Decoration and ornament
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
This book takes you through the process of selecting focal fabrics for the applique layer, quilting, and adding the
embellishments. Embellishments used include raw edge applique, beads, a variety of thread types, crystals, free
motion quilting, and more!
For Library Use:
Double wedding ring quilts : coming full circle
Author: Stein, Susan.

Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: The gentle arcs and endless interlocking circles of
double wedding ring quilts appeal to quiltmakers of every era.
With a nod to tradition and an eye for contemporary design,
the quilts in this book showcase a variety of fabrics,
embellishments, and applique and quilting details. Quilted
wallhangings and panels employ quick rotary cutting and
machine piecing techniques. Each of the 24 quilts
demonstrates that innovation and tradition can coexist - and
enhance each other beautifully. Clear, concise instructions for
such unique techniques as burned-silk applique, one-piece
arcs, and more. 15 inch double wedding ring pattern and
quilting suggestions.
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Double wedding ring quilts,
Wall hangings, Fancy work
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
The gentle arcs and endless interlocking circles of double wedding ring quilts appeal to quiltmakers of every era.
With a nod to tradition and an eye for contemporary design, the quilts in this book showcase a variety of fabrics,
embellishments, and applique and quilting details. Quilted wallhangings and panels employ quick rotary cutting and
machine piecing techniques. Each of the 24 quilts demonstrates that innovation and tradition can coexist - and
enhance each other beautifully. Clear, concise instructions for such unique techniques as burned-silk applique, onepiece arcs, and more. 15 inch double wedding ring pattern and quilting suggestions.
For Library Use:
Fabled Flowers
Author: Sudo, Kumiko.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: Combines the traditional arts of origami, sashiko, and
flower arranging to achieve dazzling, three-dimensional effects
never seen before in quilting. These quilt blocks capture the beauty
of the morning glory, camelia, dogwood, and two dozen other
flowers. Flowers can easily be combined into a stunning quilt, or
simply serve as an inspiration for quilters who want to create
beautiful flowers of their own. Includes step-by-step instructions for
30 quilt blocks and assembly instructions and templates for six full
quilts.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book

If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Combines the traditional arts of origami, sashiko, and flower arranging to achieve dazzling, three-dimensional
effects never seen before in quilting. These quilt blocks capture the beauty of the morning glory, camelia, dogwood,
and two dozen other flowers. Flowers can easily be combined into a stunning quilt, or simply serve as an inspiration
for quilters who want to create beautiful flowers of their own. Includes step-by-step instructions for 30 quilt blocks
and assembly instructions and templates for six full quilts.
For Library Use: Bin 30
Fantasy fabrics
Author: McCaffery, Bonnie Lyn.
Category: Surface Design
Category:
Category: Describes techniques for creating original fabric designs using layered colors or
decorative items such as silk flowers or beads, and offers suggestions for incorporating these
designs into quilts, clothings, and accessories.
Keywords: Quilting, Quilts--Design, Textile fabrics in art
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Describes techniques for creating original fabric designs using layered colors or decorative items such as silk flowers
or beads, and offers suggestions for incorporating these designs into quilts, clothings, and accessories.
For Library Use:
Fantasy floral quilts : creating with silk flowers
Author: McCaffery, Bonnie Lyn.
Category: Surface Design
Category:
Category: Reach new creative heights in your quilting with these fresh, fun ideas for fabric
and flower lovers! Add incredible texture, dimension, and beauty to your quilts by simply
"capturing," arranging, and machine quilting colorful silk flowers under a layer of sheer fabric.
· Learn to transform ordinary silk flowers into gorgeous quilted arrangements in the "how-to" section, and then
apply the techniques to four dazzling patterns
· As you stitch stunning bouquets, floral samplers, and scenic designs, you'll learn smart tips about color,
placement, and various silk-flower styles
· Discover a clever method for creating branches and vines with twisted strips of fabric, plus ideas for embellishing
your quilts with beads and ribbons
By using this one-of-a-kind technique, you can make your next quilt blossom with your favorite flowers!
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns, Appliqué, Flowers in art

Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Reach new creative heights in your quilting with these fresh, fun ideas for fabric and flower lovers! Add incredible
texture, dimension, and beauty to your quilts by simply "capturing," arranging, and machine quilting colorful silk
flowers under a layer of sheer fabric.
· Learn to transform ordinary silk flowers into gorgeous quilted arrangements in the "how-to" section, and then
apply the techniques to four dazzling patterns
· As you stitch stunning bouquets, floral samplers, and scenic designs, you'll learn smart tips about color,
placement, and various silk-flower styles
· Discover a clever method for creating branches and vines with twisted strips of fabric, plus ideas for embellishing
your quilts with beads and ribbons
By using this one-of-a-kind technique, you can make your next quilt blossom with your favorite flowers!
For Library Use:
Fine Patchwork and Quilting
Author: Ondorisha.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: Features patterns and directions for making a variety of quilted and
patchwork items including tote bags, coverlets, pillows, toys, holiday decorations, and
sewing, kitchen, and purse accessories
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Features patterns and directions for making a variety of quilted and patchwork items including tote bags, coverlets,
pillows, toys, holiday decorations, and sewing, kitchen, and purse accessories
For Library Use: Tote 1
First Steps in Quilting / Leslie Linsley
Author: Linsley, Leslie.
Category:
Category:
Category: Even an experienced quilter can benefit from this book, with 25 patterns for Christmas gifts of
household items and for baby! Easy to follow!
Keywords:

Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org
to request this title.

Even an experienced quilter can benefit from this book, with 25 patterns for Christmas gifts of household items and
for baby! Easy to follow!
For Library Use: Bag 2
Folk Quilts and How to Recreate Them
Author: Wiss, Audrey.
Category: Art
Category:
Category: Shows and describes the history of thirty traditional quilt designs and
explains how to piece each quilt
Keywords: Quilting--United States--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Shows and describes the history of thirty traditional quilt designs and explains how to piece each quilt
For Library Use: Tote 1
Friendship Quilting
Author: Wilens, Patricia.
Category: Art
Category:
Category: Describes how to organize and design a friendship quilt, shows notable
examples, and provides patterns and directions for a variety of traditional and
contemporary projects
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns, Friendship quilts
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

Describes how to organize and design a friendship quilt, shows notable examples, and provides patterns and
directions for a variety of traditional and contemporary projects
For Library Use: Bag 1
Glorious American quilts : the quilt collection of the Museum of American Folk Art
Author: Warren, Elizabeth V..
Category: Art
Category:
Category:
Keywords: Museum of American Folk Art--Catalogs, Quilts--United States--Catalogs, Quilts--New York (State)--New
York--Catalogs
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

For Library Use: Box 3
Granny Quilt Decor: Vintage Quilts of the '30s inspire projects for today's
home
Author: Zimmerman, Darlene.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: The dreamy floral appliqu? designs of the 1930s, featured in author
Darlene Zimmerman?s Granny Quilts, remind readers how the Depression era was
enlivened with revived optimism through the design and construction of quilts. Granny
Quilt D?cor, a follow-up to Granny Quilts?with modernized patterns?introduces fresh
new possibilities in home d?cor encompassing a wider range of projects from bedsized quilts to small wall hangings, pillows, and kitchen novelties. Nearly 30 designs,
modified from bed-sized quilt patterns, and suitable for the bedroom as well as the front porch, kitchen, child?s
room, and nursery, fit easily into the lighter, brighter decorating schemes adopted in the twenty-first century. Lovely
stylized photography and patterns display methods for both appliqu? and piecework with the added option of
implementing quick-fusing or an updated method for hand-appliqu?.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
The dreamy floral appliqu? designs of the 1930s, featured in author Darlene Zimmerman?s Granny Quilts, remind
readers how the Depression era was enlivened with revived optimism through the design and construction of quilts.
Granny Quilt D?cor, a follow-up to Granny Quilts?with modernized patterns?introduces fresh new possibilities in
home d?cor encompassing a wider range of projects from bed-sized quilts to small wall hangings, pillows, and

kitchen novelties. Nearly 30 designs, modified from bed-sized quilt patterns, and suitable for the bedroom as well as
the front porch, kitchen, child?s room, and nursery, fit easily into the lighter, brighter decorating schemes adopted
in the twenty-first century. Lovely stylized photography and patterns display methods for both appliqu? and
piecework with the added option of implementing quick-fusing or an updated method for hand-appliqu?.
For Library Use: Bag 1
Great American Quilts
Author: .
Category: Instructional
Category:
Category: Review
This book has lots of inspiring quilts! From cozy country to
sweet pastels to jazzy modern quilts, they all are great! I
find I am picking up the book when I have a free moment
or two just to browse, I seem to learn something new each
time, or get a new idea to try on my next quilt project. I
like that they feature a variety of styles, applique and
patchwork, and offer tips on sewing curves and have some
feathered quilting designs. I cant think of how they could
make this any better!
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Review
This book has lots of inspiring quilts! From cozy country to sweet pastels to jazzy modern quilts, they all are great! I
find I am picking up the book when I have a free moment or two just to browse, I seem to learn something new
each time, or get a new idea to try on my next quilt project. I like that they feature a variety of styles, applique and
patchwork, and offer tips on sewing curves and have some feathered quilting designs. I cant think of how they
could make this any better!
For Library Use:
Great little quilts : 45 antique crib and doll-size quilts with patterns and directions
Author: Levie, Eleanor.
Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: Great Little Quilts showcases part of the author's collection of little quilts - most of
them antique. Old little quilts like these are rare and hard to find. There are 45 little gems in the book with very
clear instructions for making them.
The book begins with basics so you can make your own copy of the old ones. There are full size patterns for both
pieces and for quilting. This is an excellent introduction to quilting.
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns, Doll quilts, Crib quilts

Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Great Little Quilts showcases part of the author's collection of little quilts - most of them antique. Old little quilts like
these are rare and hard to find. There are 45 little gems in the book with very clear instructions for making them.
The book begins with basics so you can make your own copy of the old ones. There are full size patterns for both
pieces and for quilting. This is an excellent introduction to quilting.
For Library Use:
Hearts and hands : the influence of women & quilts on American
society
Author: Hedges, Elaine.
Category:
Category:
Category:
Keywords: Women--United States--History--19th century, Quilting--United
States--History--19th century, Quilts--United States--History--19th century-Pictorial works, Material culture--United States--History--19th century
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

For Library Use: Box 1
Homage to Amanda : two hundred years of American quilts from the collection of
Edwin Binney, 3rd & Gail Binney-Winslow
Author: .
Category:
Category:
Category: Catalog of an exhibition prepared cooperatively by the San Diego Museum of Art
under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service.
96 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Keywords: Binney, Edwin, 1925---Art collections--Exhibitions, Binney-Winslow, Gail--Art collections--Exhibitions,
Quilts--United States--Exhibitions, Quilts--Private collections--Massachusetts--Exhibitions
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

Catalog of an exhibition prepared cooperatively by the San Diego Museum of Art under the auspices of the
Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service.
96 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
For Library Use: Box 1
Hunter Star Quilts & Beyond: Techniques & Projects with Infinite
Possibilities
Author: Krentz, Jan.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: An exciting new look for an old favorite block! 9 projects use Jan!s
innovative techniques.
About the Author
Jan Krentz is an award-winning quilter and designer. In 1998, The Professional
Quilter named her Teacher of the Year. She lives near San Diego.
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Quilting--Patterns, Star quilts, Stars in art
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
An exciting new look for an old favorite block! 9 projects use Jan!s innovative techniques.
About the Author
Jan Krentz is an award-winning quilter and designer. In 1998, The Professional Quilter named her Teacher of the
Year. She lives near San Diego.
For Library Use: Bin 29
International Sunbonnet Sue
Author: Kimball, Debra.
Category: Pattern
Category:

a symbolic souvenir.

Category: The most popular quilt character of all time, Sunbonnet Sue has gone international!
Each of these 49 designs shows Sue dressed in her country's traditional costume, and holding

About Sunbonnet Sue -- About International Sunbonnet Sue -- Instructions -- Patterns & symbols.
79 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns, Sunbonnet Sue quilts

Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
The most popular quilt character of all time, Sunbonnet Sue has gone international! Each of these 49 designs shows
Sue dressed in her country's traditional costume, and holding a symbolic souvenir.
About Sunbonnet Sue -- About International Sunbonnet Sue -- Instructions -- Patterns & symbols.
79 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
For Library Use:
The Joy of Quilting
Author: Swim, Laurie.
Category: Instructional
Category:
Category: Discusses the basic techniques of quilting,
explains how to design quilts, and presents patterns
and directions for making 25 quilts
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this
title.

Discusses the basic techniques of quilting, explains how to design quilts, and presents patterns and directions for
making 25 quilts
For Library Use:
Lap Quilting With Georgia Bonesteel
Author: Bonesteel, Georgia.
Category:
Category:
Category: Contains step-by-step instructions for more than sixty traditional patterns and discusses techniques,
tools, and designs for quilts, pillows, accessories, and wall hangings

Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org
to request this title.

Contains step-by-step instructions for more than sixty traditional patterns and discusses techniques, tools, and
designs for quilts, pillows, accessories, and wall hangings
For Library Use:
Legacy: The Story of Talula Gilbert Bottoms and Her
Quilts
Author: Burdick, Nancilu B..
Category: Biography & Autobiography
Category:
Category: A granddaughter of master quilter Talula Gilbert
Bottoms traces her grandmother's life, discusses the artistry
of her quilts, and provides a look at life in the South in the
late nineteenth century and early twentieth century
Keywords: Bottoms, Talula Gilbert, 1862-1946, Bottom
family, Quiltmakers--Southern States--Biography, Quilts-Southern States--History--19th century, Quilts--Southern
States--History--20th century
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

A granddaughter of master quilter Talula Gilbert Bottoms traces her grandmother's life, discusses the artistry of her
quilts, and provides a look at life in the South in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century
For Library Use: Tote 1
Love to Machine Applique: A Medley of Techniques
Author: Price, Caroline.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home

Category:
Category: Whether you are a beginner or have many years of experience, this
extensive handbook has all the information and inspiration you will need to fall in
love with machine appliqué. Explore all the techniques on your sewing machine as
you make a gorgeous heart sampler quilt, following the hints and variations
provided to achieve fabulous results. Comprehensive information is given on the
tools to gather, suitable stitches to use, and the best ways to prepare your shapes
for machine appliqué. Special techniques are also explained, including bias strips,
3-D appliqué, and reverse appliqué. Ten original projects are included, some to
delight the beginner and others to challenge the most experienced quilter. All
projects have detailed instructions supported by extensive illustrations.
Review
Any newcomer to machine applique who wishes to get started quickly will find
extensive discussion of techniques, tools, stitches and shapes in LOVE TO MACHINE APPLIQUE: A MEDLEY OF
TECHNIQUES. From using 3-D applique and working with bias strips to reverse applique, this book offers all the
tools needed to make the LOVE AFFAIR quilt and master skills needed in nine sample projects with beginners in
mind. -Midwest Book Review
Keywords: Machine Appliqué, Quilting--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Whether you are a beginner or have many years of experience, this extensive handbook has all the information and
inspiration you will need to fall in love with machine appliqué. Explore all the techniques on your sewing machine as
you make a gorgeous heart sampler quilt, following the hints and variations provided to achieve fabulous results.
Comprehensive information is given on the tools to gather, suitable stitches to use, and the best ways to prepare
your shapes for machine appliqué. Special techniques are also explained, including bias strips, 3-D appliqué, and
reverse appliqué. Ten original projects are included, some to delight the beginner and others to challenge the most
experienced quilter. All projects have detailed instructions supported by extensive illustrations.
Review
Any newcomer to machine applique who wishes to get started quickly will find extensive discussion of techniques,
tools, stitches and shapes in LOVE TO MACHINE APPLIQUE: A MEDLEY OF TECHNIQUES. From using 3-D applique
and working with bias strips to reverse applique, this book offers all the tools needed to make the LOVE AFFAIR
quilt and master skills needed in nine sample projects with beginners in mind. -Midwest Book Review
For Library Use: Bin 20
Marsha McCloskey's Quick Classic Quilts: Four-Patches to Feathered Stars
Author: McCloskey, Marsha.
Category:
Category:
Category: Marsha McCluskey's Quick Classic Quilt - Four-Ptches to Feathered Stars Book In great condition.
Be sure to check out our 800 other listings for more quilt books and magazines, craft books and magazines and
other items of interest. Listing more items every day.

Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org
to request this title.

Marsha McCluskey's Quick Classic Quilt - Four-Ptches to Feathered Stars Book In great condition.
Be sure to check out our 800 other listings for more quilt books and magazines, craft books and magazines and
other items of interest. Listing more items every day.
For Library Use:
Memory quilts : delightful ways to capture today forever
Author: Smith, Nancy.
Category: Technique
Category:
Category: All the books by POSSIBILITIES are very clear when it comes to instructions, and
this book has many great ideas. I plan to use it with a group of people interested in
memorializing a loved one. There are photos and instructions for quilts made by many
individuals, as well as some made using family photos for a special occasion.
Keywords: Commemorative quilts, Patchwork--Patterns, Patchwork quilts
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
All the books by POSSIBILITIES are very clear when it comes to instructions, and this book has many great ideas. I
plan to use it with a group of people interested in memorializing a loved one. There are photos and instructions for
quilts made by many individuals, as well as some made using family photos for a special occasion.
For Library Use:
More Quick Rotary Cutter Quilts
Author: Bono, Pam.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: There is something for everyone in this collection of approximately 28 creative, original quilt designs
based on the latest quick cutting and piecing techniques. The eclectic themes provide a source of nontraditional
quilt designs for the quilter who wants to make a quilt that is different from all the rest. 150 color photos.

Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Rotary cutting, Patchwork
quilts
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

There is something for everyone in this collection of approximately 28 creative, original quilt designs based on the
latest quick cutting and piecing techniques. The eclectic themes provide a source of nontraditional quilt designs for
the quilter who wants to make a quilt that is different from all the rest. 150 color photos.
For Library Use: Tote 1
More Snippet Sensations
Author: Walter, Cindy.
Category: Collage
Category:
Category: This book is second in the series by Cindy Walter, creator of the Snippet Sensations
technique, where small snippets of fabric and fusible web are used to "paint" on fabric. This follow-up to the awardwinning "Snippet Sensations" explores applications for contemporary Snippet-inspired quilts and wearables, as well
as expanded instructions for free-motion machine quilting. There is a gallery of Snippet quilts and more than 20
step-by-step projects. Book reviews the Snippets Sensations technique and give instructions for turning a Snippet
project into a quilt.
Keywords: Collage, Fabric pictures, Fusible materials in sewing, Machine quilting
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
This book is second in the series by Cindy Walter, creator of the Snippet Sensations technique, where small snippets
of fabric and fusible web are used to "paint" on fabric. This follow-up to the award-winning "Snippet Sensations"
explores applications for contemporary Snippet-inspired quilts and wearables, as well as expanded instructions for

free-motion machine quilting. There is a gallery of Snippet quilts and more than 20 step-by-step projects. Book
reviews the Snippets Sensations technique and give instructions for turning a Snippet project into a quilt.
For Library Use:
North Country Quilts
Author: Osler, Dorothy.
Category:
Category:
Category:
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

For Library Use: Box 2
Patchwork Quilting With Wool (1st Dover Edtion)
Author: Dubois, Jean.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: Recounts the history of wool quilts, describes traditional patchwork,
applique, and quilting patterns, and offers advice on working with wool
Keywords: Quilting--United States--Patterns, Patchwork--United States--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
to request this title.

If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org

Recounts the history of wool quilts, describes traditional patchwork, applique, and quilting patterns, and offers
advice on working with wool
For Library Use: Tote 1
Pieced by Mother
Author: Lasansky, Jeannette.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:

Category: Briefly discusses the history of the quilt in America, shows a variety of antique
quilts, and explains how to document old quilts and quilt tops
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to
request this title.
Briefly discusses the history of the quilt in America, shows a variety of antique quilts, and explains how to document
old quilts and quilt tops
For Library Use: Box 3
Prize Country Quilts
Author: Huff, Mary Elizabeth Johnson.
Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: Dust cover torn.
Fifty geometric, floral, scenic, patriotic, and abstract quilt-block designs reflecting
aspects of rural life are presented along with easy-to-follow directions, patterns, and
diagrams
Elizabeth Johnson. Hardback book with 230 pages and book cover. Instructions on
designing and sewing your quilts. Comes with many printed templates. Colorful illustrations. Ideas for creating
projects such as pillows, wallhangings, upholstery and garments. Good condition
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Dust cover torn.
Fifty geometric, floral, scenic, patriotic, and abstract quilt-block designs reflecting aspects of rural life are presented
along with easy-to-follow directions, patterns, and diagrams
Elizabeth Johnson. Hardback book with 230 pages and book cover. Instructions on designing and sewing your
quilts. Comes with many printed templates. Colorful illustrations. Ideas for creating projects such as pillows,
wallhangings, upholstery and garments. Good condition
For Library Use:
Quick country quilting : over 80 projects featuring easy, timesaving techniques
Author: Mumm, Debbie.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: iv, 252 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.

Keywords: Quilting--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
iv, 252 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
For Library Use: Box 1
Quick rotary cutter quilts (For the love of quilting)
Author: Bono, Pam.
Category:
Category:
Category: Book
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns, Rotary cutting, Patchwork--Patterns, Appliqué--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

Book
For Library Use: Tote 1

Quick-and-easy strip quilting
Author: Rose, Helen Whitson.
Category: Technique
Category:
Category: This instruction book is loaded with easy to understand directions for
beautiful strip patterns and blocks. Each project has written instructions,
diagrams to show the lay-out, and a picture of the finished piece. The end result
is a beautiful, old fashioned, looking quilt with charm and comfort to boot. You
can't beat the price if you're looking for a quilting project book.
Keywords: Strip quilting--Patterns, Machine quilting--Patterns, Patchwork-Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
This instruction book is loaded with easy to understand directions for beautiful strip patterns and blocks. Each
project has written instructions, diagrams to show the lay-out, and a picture of the finished piece. The end result is
a beautiful, old fashioned, looking quilt with charm and comfort to boot. You can't beat the price if you're looking
for a quilting project book.
For Library Use:
Quilt & Embellish in One Step!
Author: Potter, linda.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: No Quilt Police Allowed - the Emphasis is on Fun!
Inspired by the Japanese art of sashiko and the decorative embroidered
embellishments of Victorian quilts, long-time hand quilter Linda Potter has
developed Needle Magic, a fast and easy technique to make any quilt sparkle with
gorgeous hand quilting, appliqué, and beading!
• Easy new Needle Magic techniques yield elegant, sophisticated, FAST results
• 4 projects feature colorful perle cotton quilting, embroidered appliqué, and intricate-looking beading
• Tips on choosing thread, batting, beads, and more
• A wonderful way to let your creativity loose!
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Quilting--Patterns, Appliqué Patterns, Embroidery--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
No Quilt Police Allowed - the Emphasis is on Fun!

Inspired by the Japanese art of sashiko and the decorative embroidered embellishments of Victorian quilts, longtime hand quilter Linda Potter has developed Needle Magic, a fast and easy technique to make any quilt sparkle
with gorgeous hand quilting, appliqué, and beading!
•
•
•
•

Easy new Needle Magic techniques yield elegant, sophisticated, FAST results
4 projects feature colorful perle cotton quilting, embroidered appliqué, and intricate-looking beading
Tips on choosing thread, batting, beads, and more
A wonderful way to let your creativity loose!

For Library Use: Bin 12
The Quilt Digest 3
Author: Kile, Michael M..
Category:
Category:
Category:
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

For Library Use: Box 1
The quilt encyclopedia illustrated
Author: Houck, Carter.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: Includes index.
192 p. : col. ill. ; 29 cm.
Keywords: Quilts--Dictionaries
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Includes index.
192 p. : col. ill. ; 29 cm.
For Library Use: Box 3
Quilted for Christmas, Book IV

Author: Carter, Roxanne.
Category: Seasonal
Category:
Category: Stitch up holiday projects to warm your home or give as gifts. You'll find 15 step-bystep projects, including a tree skirt, stocking, pillow, banner, bed quilt, and ten festive wall
hangings.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Stitch up holiday projects to warm your home or give as gifts. You'll find 15 step-by-step projects, including a tree
skirt, stocking, pillow, banner, bed quilt, and ten festive wall hangings.
For Library Use:
Quilted garden delights : make your quilts bloom--8 quick projects
Author: Knott, Holly.
Category: Art
Category:
Category: Not only are the Knotts' designs and patterns lovely, but Holly has also packed the
book with loads of practical tips--nearly every page has a couple. All these goodies make this a
great book for any quilter, whether artistic or traditional.
Holly's patterns and Diane's watercolors make me want to both quilt and paint! The quilt instructions and
information are very clear and easy to follow, and the photos of the finished projects are enticing. What a delightful
book for the quilt artist who wants a ready-made plan for a quick project.
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Quilting--Patterns, Gardens in art
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Not only are the Knotts' designs and patterns lovely, but Holly has also packed the book with loads of practical tips-nearly every page has a couple. All these goodies make this a great book for any quilter, whether artistic or
traditional.
Holly's patterns and Diane's watercolors make me want to both quilt and paint! The quilt instructions and
information are very clear and easy to follow, and the photos of the finished projects are enticing. What a delightful
book for the quilt artist who wants a ready-made plan for a quick project.
For Library Use:
A Quilter's Journey
Author: Morgan, Cynthia.
Category: Art

Category:
Category: Cynthia Morgan reveals her capacity to make
from the ordinary stuff of fabric wonders of personal
expression.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this
title.

Cynthia Morgan reveals her capacity to make from the ordinary stuff of fabric wonders of personal expression.
For Library Use:
The Quilters: Women and Domestic Art
Author: Allen, Norma Bradley.
Category: Biography & Autobiography
Category:
Category: Captures the reminiscences, spirit, and strength of the elderly quilters of
Texas and New Mexico, viewing the women's works as personal expressions of their
identities, experiences, and communities
Editorial Reviews
Review
Those forms of creativity dominated by women-weaving, potting, quilting-have long been called "crafts," as if to
imply that women weren't capable of artistic inspiration. These domestic arts were, however, often the only artistic
outlet historically available to women, and the skills were passed down from mother to daughter. Poignantly
revealed here, through interviews with quilters all over the Southwest, is how these women gained inspiration for
their art from their daily lives. The quilts aren't idle pictures to hang on the wall; they are alive as dynamic parts of
everyday life, reflecting family, community and history. -- From The WomanSource Catalog & Review: Tools for
Connecting the Community for Women; review by FGP
Excerpt. ® Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.
When I was about four years old the neighbor's baby died, and all the women was called in to help. Mama knew

what her part was because right away she took some blue silk out of her hope chest. I remember that silk so well
because it was special and I got to carry it. When we got to the neighbor's some of the women was cooking and
the men was making the casket. Mama and three other women set up the frame and quilted all day. First they
quilted the lining for the casket, and then they made a tiny little quilt out of the blue silk to cover the baby.
Keywords: Quilting--Texas, Quilting--New Mexico, Quiltmakers--Texas, Quiltmakers--New Mexico
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Captures the reminiscences, spirit, and strength of the elderly quilters of Texas and New Mexico, viewing the
women's works as personal expressions of their identities, experiences, and communities
Editorial Reviews
Review
Those forms of creativity dominated by women-weaving, potting, quilting-have long been called "crafts," as if to
imply that women weren't capable of artistic inspiration. These domestic arts were, however, often the only artistic
outlet historically available to women, and the skills were passed down from mother to daughter. Poignantly
revealed here, through interviews with quilters all over the Southwest, is how these women gained inspiration for
their art from their daily lives. The quilts aren't idle pictures to hang on the wall; they are alive as dynamic parts of
everyday life, reflecting family, community and history. -- From The WomanSource Catalog & Review: Tools for
Connecting the Community for Women; review by FGP
Excerpt. ® Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.
When I was about four years old the neighbor's baby died, and all the women was called in to help. Mama knew
what her part was because right away she took some blue silk out of her hope chest. I remember that silk so well
because it was special and I got to carry it. When we got to the neighbor's some of the women was cooking and
the men was making the casket. Mama and three other women set up the frame and quilted all day. First they
quilted the lining for the casket, and then they made a tiny little quilt out of the blue silk to cover the baby.
For Library Use: Tote 1
Quilting for the First Time
Author: Kooler, Donna.
Category:
Category:
Category: Quilting for the First Time by Donna Kooler
Thanks to the expert advice offered by the famous Donna Kooler
Design Studio, anyone can create a beautifully detailed quilt. She
answers all the questions and provides all the basics, from
fabrics to more advanced techniques: What do I need to know to
get started? How do I assemble a quilt? How do I appliqué by
machine? How do I make perfect corners with paper piecing? As
your knowledge increases, graduate to such advanced skills as
surface embroidery, making lattice-strip borders, and combining
traditional quilt block motifs. Before long, you'll be able to
produce your own treasured heirloom quilt, including a
traditional Nine-patch Sampler, Amish Star Box Top quilts, a
Crazy Quilt stocking, and many others.

Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Quilting for the First Time by Donna Kooler
Thanks to the expert advice offered by the famous Donna Kooler Design Studio, anyone can create a beautifully
detailed quilt. She answers all the questions and provides all the basics, from fabrics to more advanced techniques:
What do I need to know to get started? How do I assemble a quilt? How do I appliqué by machine? How do I make
perfect corners with paper piecing? As your knowledge increases, graduate to such advanced skills as surface
embroidery, making lattice-strip borders, and combining traditional quilt block motifs. Before long, you'll be able to
produce your own treasured heirloom quilt, including a traditional Nine-patch Sampler, Amish Star Box Top quilts, a
Crazy Quilt stocking, and many others.
For Library Use: Bin 5
Quilts and quilting from Threads
Author: Magazine, Threads.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: "A Threads book"--T.p. verso.
125 p. : col. ill. ; 30 cm.
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
"A Threads book"--T.p. verso.
125 p. : col. ill. ; 30 cm.
For Library Use: Box 3
Quilts for All Seasons (For the Love of Quilting)
Author: (Compiler), Susan Ramey Wright.
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:
Category: Suggests a variety of quilt patterns for each season, demonstrates each
step in making a quilt, and discusses piecing, applique, embroidery stitches, borders,
basting, and quilting
Keywords:

Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Suggests a variety of quilt patterns for each season, demonstrates each step in making a quilt, and discusses
piecing, applique, embroidery stitches, borders, basting, and quilting
For Library Use: Bag 1
Quilts galore! : quiltmaking styles and techniques
Author: McClun, Diana.
Category: Technique
Category:
Category: Here is a wonderful guide for quiltmaking, especially or beginners!
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Quilting--Patterns, Machine quilting--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
to request this title.

If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org

Here is a wonderful guide for quiltmaking, especially or beginners!
For Library Use:
Quilts in everyday life, 1855-1955 : a 100-year photographic history
Author: Finley, Janet E..
Category: Antiques & Collectibles
Category:
Category: Includes bibliographical references (p. 191-192).
The early years : 1855-1889 -- The early middle years : 1890-1899 -- The late middle years : 1900-1919 -- The final
years : 1920-1955 -- Appendix: The Detroit News quilt club corner and Edith B. Crumb.
192 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Keywords: Quilts--United States--History--19th century--Pictorial works, Quilts--United States--History--20th
century--Pictorial works, Quilts in art--Pictorial works, Photography--United States--History--19th century
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 191-192).

The early years : 1855-1889 -- The early middle years : 1890-1899 -- The late middle years : 1900-1919 -- The final
years : 1920-1955 -- Appendix: The Detroit News quilt club corner and Edith B. Crumb.
192 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
For Library Use: Box 2
Quilts on Safari
Author: Williamson, Jenny.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: Quilt patterns and appliqué templates for African quilts.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org
to request this title.
Quilt patterns and appliqué templates for African quilts.
For Library Use: Bin 8
Quilts with a view : a fabric adventure
Author: Labanaris, Faye.
Category: Technique
Category:
Category: From the author of Blossoms by the Sea comes a wholecloth technique for creating
fabulous quilts with a view. The method is so simple that beginners or advanced quilters can
spend their lives (and fabric stashes) exploring the unlimited design possibilities of combining applique,
embellishments, and quilting to best enhance the fabric.
Keywords: Appliqué, Quilting, Quilts--Design, Textile fabrics in art
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
From the author of Blossoms by the Sea comes a wholecloth technique for creating fabulous quilts with a view. The
method is so simple that beginners or advanced quilters can spend their lives (and fabric stashes) exploring the
unlimited design possibilities of combining applique, embellishments, and quilting to best enhance the fabric.
For Library Use:
Quilts! Quilts!! Quilts!!!
Author: McClun, Diana.

Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: Based on the principle that a solid foundation turns beginners into lifelong
quiltmakers, Quilts! Quilts!! Quilts!!! covers every tool, every technique, every stitch, every tip,
and every shortcut in machine and hand quilting -- no matter how basic. The all-time classic
on quilting, it is an essential handbook for the beginner and a constant companion for the
experienced quilter.
This new, updated edition includes all of the features quilters loved from the first edition: cutting and sewing
guides, quick cutting and quick piecing techniques, exercises, outlines for a class, standard (inches) measurements,
plus so much more.
New features in this second edition include:
-- 10 all-new quilt patterns and 20 quilting designs
-- All-new photography of quilts in home settings
-- All-new color diagrams to lead quilters step-by-step through each pattern
-- A sampler quilt with complete instructions and patterns for each block
-- Expanded coverage of color choices in quilts
-- Metric (centimeters) measurements
-- A glossary and index for easy reference
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Based on the principle that a solid foundation turns beginners into lifelong quiltmakers, Quilts! Quilts!! Quilts!!!
covers every tool, every technique, every stitch, every tip, and every shortcut in machine and hand quilting -- no
matter how basic. The all-time classic on quilting, it is an essential handbook for the beginner and a constant
companion for the experienced quilter.
This new, updated edition includes all of the features quilters loved from the first edition: cutting and sewing
guides, quick cutting and quick piecing techniques, exercises, outlines for a class, standard (inches) measurements,
plus so much more.
New features in this second edition include:
-- 10 all-new quilt patterns and 20 quilting designs
-- All-new photography of quilts in home settings
-- All-new color diagrams to lead quilters step-by-step through each pattern
-- A sampler quilt with complete instructions and patterns for each block
-- Expanded coverage of color choices in quilts
-- Metric (centimeters) measurements
-- A glossary and index for easy reference
For Library Use:
Quilts: Identification and Price Guide (The Confident Collector)
Author: Greenbacker, Liz.
Category:
Category:

Category: Offers a brief history of quilts, tells how to start a collection, explains
quilting techniques, and lists current prices for a variety of quilts
Keywords: Quilts--Collectors and collecting--United States--Catalogs
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org

to request this title.

Offers a brief history of quilts, tells how to start a collection, explains quilting techniques, and lists current prices for
a variety of quilts
For Library Use: Box 1
Quiltworks Across Canada
Author: Hunt, Gail P..
Category: Modern
Category:
Category: Canada is home to thousands of skilled, creative quiltmakers whose contributions
to the art of quiltmaking are unique and original. Quiltworks Across Canada surveys the
contemporary quilting scene from British Columbia to Newfoundland to the Northwest Territories, in 240 handsome
pages with nearly 500 exquisite full-colour photographs.
The author, herself a dedicated quilter and sewing instructor, introduces fourteen of Canada's best quilt creators,
who share their personal stories, their ingenious designs - and a few tricks of the trade.
With colour plates of rich, beautiful quilts and step-by-step instructions, Quiltworks Across Canada guides the novice
or experienced quilter through special techniques.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Canada is home to thousands of skilled, creative quiltmakers whose contributions to the art of quiltmaking are
unique and original. Quiltworks Across Canada surveys the contemporary quilting scene from British Columbia to
Newfoundland to the Northwest Territories, in 240 handsome pages with nearly 500 exquisite full-colour
photographs.
The author, herself a dedicated quilter and sewing instructor, introduces fourteen of Canada's best quilt creators,
who share their personal stories, their ingenious designs - and a few tricks of the trade.
With colour plates of rich, beautiful quilts and step-by-step instructions, Quiltworks Across Canada guides the novice
or experienced quilter through special techniques.
For Library Use:
Really Sharp Piecing

Author: Barber, Barbara.
Category: Paper piecing
Category:
Category: Method using foundation piecing for full circle designs
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Method using foundation piecing for full circle designs
For Library Use:
Remember Me
Author: Lipsett, Linda Otto.
Category:
Category:
Category: The new revised edition of this classic has patterns for making three antique
friendship quilts. An intimate portrait of eight nineteenth-century quiltmakers. A unique book
that transports readers back into an earlier time.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
The new revised edition of this classic has patterns for making three antique friendship quilts. An intimate portrait
of eight nineteenth-century quiltmakers. A unique book that transports readers back into an earlier time.
For Library Use: Box 1
Repliqué quilts : appliqué designs from favorite photos
Author: Kirsch, Chris Lynn.
Category: Art
Category:
Category: Turn Any Photograph into a Personalized Quilt
If you can take a picture, you can transform it into a quilted heirloom! With this "repliqué"
technique, you simply enlarge a photograph on a copy machine, and then sew fabrics directly onto the enlarged
image. Create accurate reproductions of buildings, people, pets, cars--"repliqué" almost any image into a one-of-akind quilted memory.

· Six projects plus a sample pattern walk you step by step through this innovative technique, which shows you how
to replicate a photo's precise detail, depth, and perspective in fabric
· Start with simple images such as a basic house, and then move on to a more elaborate church, wildflower scene,
and covered bridge
· Create unique gifts for family and friends, such as a quilt featuring a new homeowner's house, a favorite family
photo, or a collage of several images
Capture an image in fabric with the fun, easy, and inventive techniques in Repliqué Quilts.
Keywords: Machine appliqué--Patterns, Quilts, Fabric pictures, Photographs
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Turn Any Photograph into a Personalized Quilt
If you can take a picture, you can transform it into a quilted heirloom! With this "repliqué" technique, you simply
enlarge a photograph on a copy machine, and then sew fabrics directly onto the enlarged image. Create accurate
reproductions of buildings, people, pets, cars--"repliqué" almost any image into a one-of-a-kind quilted memory.
· Six projects plus a sample pattern walk you step by step through this innovative technique, which shows you how
to replicate a photo's precise detail, depth, and perspective in fabric
· Start with simple images such as a basic house, and then move on to a more elaborate church, wildflower scene,
and covered bridge
· Create unique gifts for family and friends, such as a quilt featuring a new homeowner's house, a favorite family
photo, or a collage of several images
Capture an image in fabric with the fun, easy, and inventive techniques in Repliqué Quilts.
For Library Use:
Romantic quilts : lush and lovely projects for your home+
Author: Bevan, Laurie.
Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: Presenting quilt designs conceived of by some of Australia's top designers, an easyto-use guidebook combines romantic and sentimental patterns with useful techniques and
projects suitable for every skill level.
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Quilting--Patterns, Patchwork quilts
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Presenting quilt designs conceived of by some of Australia's top designers, an easy-to-use guidebook combines
romantic and sentimental patterns with useful techniques and projects suitable for every skill level.

For Library Use:
Say it with quilts
Author: McClun, Diana.
Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: Collection of 23 quilts and the heartwarming stories behind them. Clear how-to
instructions, yardage requirements and cutting charts are provided for each of the projects.
Full size applique patterns to trace at the back of the book.
Over 700 block patterns included to help create your own unique quilt.
Keywords: Patchwork quilts, Patchwork--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Collection of 23 quilts and the heartwarming stories behind them. Clear how-to instructions, yardage requirements
and cutting charts are provided for each of the projects. Full size applique patterns to trace at the back of the book.
Over 700 block patterns included to help create your own unique quilt.
For Library Use:
Scrap Quilts
Author: Martin, Judy.
Category: Art
Category:
Category: As the book describes itself: "Techniques plus patterns old and new for
making quilts from collected fabrics."
Keywords: Quilting--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
As the book describes itself: "Techniques plus patterns old and new for making quilts from collected fabrics."
For Library Use: Bag 1
Seasonal patchwork & quilting
Author: Wolff, Colette.
Category: Art
Category:

Category: Includes index.
144 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Quilting--Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to
request this title.
Includes index.
144 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 26 cm.
For Library Use: Box 3
Sew easy embellishments
Author: Zieman, Nancy Luedtke.
Category: Embellishment
Category:
Category: Using full-color photos and clear diagrams, Nancy
Zieman leads readers step by step through a variety of
embellishments, offering her signature "Notes from Nancy"
to teach shortcuts and time-saving methods. Instructions for
approximately 50 projects, including clothing, table linens,
and wall hangings, are included.
Keywords: Fancy work, Machine sewing, Embroidery,
Machine, Machine appliqué, Patchwork
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

Using full-color photos and clear diagrams, Nancy Zieman leads readers step by step through a variety of
embellishments, offering her signature "Notes from Nancy" to teach shortcuts and time-saving methods.
Instructions for approximately 50 projects, including clothing, table linens, and wall hangings, are included.
For Library Use:
Shared threads : quilting together-- past and present
Author: Atkins, Jacqueline M..
Category: Crafts & Hobbies
Category:

Category: Includes bibliographical references (p. 136-140) and index.
viii, 143 p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
Keywords: Quilting--United States--History, Quilts--United States--History
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 136-140) and index.
viii, 143 p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
For Library Use: Box 1
Singer More sewing for the home
Author: .
Category: Instructional
Category:
Category: 1987 Singer, Sewing Reference Library, More
Sewing for the Home. Ideas, instructions for sewing,
getting started, bath and bed, window treatments,
finishing touches.
This guide to sewing for the home contains easy-tofollow, step-by-step instructions, with detailed
photographs of each step of the construction of every
project.
Keywords: Sewing, House furnishings
Click Here to Buy This Book

title.

If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this

1987 Singer, Sewing Reference Library, More Sewing for the Home. Ideas, instructions for sewing, getting started,
bath and bed, window treatments, finishing touches.
This guide to sewing for the home contains easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions, with detailed photographs of
each step of the construction of every project.
For Library Use:

Sliver Quilts: 11 Projects • Easy Technique for Dynamic Results
Author: O'Neill, Lisa.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: Add fresh, striking dimension and texture to traditional or
contemporary quilts with Lisa O'Neill's original "sliver piecing" technique. It's
easier than it looks, so you can make your traditional or contemporary quilt blocks
really snap with colorful fabric splinters! Lisa shows you how to incorporate bright,
decadent fabrics into your quilts without overwhelming your design. Learn how to
get perfect points or super slim strips without fusing or paper-piecing.
Review
'Oh just a sliver please' is the phrase we use when asking for a small amount of something and these projects are
based on the use of fabric slivers to create a different approach and look to your quilts. So, what exactly is a sliver
in this context? It is a folded piece of narrow fabric, a 'sliver' which is inserted into a tuck in the background fabric
of the quilt design, thus encasing the raw edges into the tuck while the folded edge of the sliver is revealed on the
fabric surface. Sounds complicated, but we are assured by the author that it is easy and has many applications both
with traditional blocks and in creating your own innovative pieces. This is an interesting idea with lots of potential,
especially for the quitler who enjoys a little freedom of expression. --Fabrications Quilting For You Magazine;
September 2012
Keywords: Machine quilting--Patterns, Appliqué Patterns
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Add fresh, striking dimension and texture to traditional or contemporary quilts with Lisa O'Neill's original "sliver
piecing" technique. It's easier than it looks, so you can make your traditional or contemporary quilt blocks really
snap with colorful fabric splinters! Lisa shows you how to incorporate bright, decadent fabrics into your quilts
without overwhelming your design. Learn how to get perfect points or super slim strips without fusing or paperpiecing.
Review
'Oh just a sliver please' is the phrase we use when asking for a small amount of something and these projects are
based on the use of fabric slivers to create a different approach and look to your quilts. So, what exactly is a sliver
in this context? It is a folded piece of narrow fabric, a 'sliver' which is inserted into a tuck in the background fabric
of the quilt design, thus encasing the raw edges into the tuck while the folded edge of the sliver is revealed on the
fabric surface. Sounds complicated, but we are assured by the author that it is easy and has many applications both
with traditional blocks and in creating your own innovative pieces. This is an interesting idea with lots of potential,
especially for the quitler who enjoys a little freedom of expression. --Fabrications Quilting For You Magazine;
September 2012
For Library Use: Bin 7
Small Quilts
Author: Vanessa-Ann.
Category: Pattern

Category:
Category: A collection of 30 original quilt designs including
baby gifts and attractive quilt covers, ranging in size from 15
x 15 to 46 x 46. All designs have easy to follow instructions,
making the book suitable for both beginners and more
experienced quilters.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

A collection of 30 original quilt designs including baby gifts and attractive quilt covers, ranging in size from 15 x 15
to 46 x 46. All designs have easy to follow instructions, making the book suitable for both beginners and more
experienced quilters.
For Library Use: Box 2
Spinning Spools Sampler
Author: Bonesteel, Georgia.
Category:
Category:
Category:
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

For Library Use: Box 3
Spirit of the Northwoods
Author: Field, Debbie.
Category: Art

Category:
Category: The beauty of wildlife and the northwoods are captured in this book of wall
hangings and quilts with outdoor patterns and themes. Illustrations.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to
request this title.
The beauty of wildlife and the northwoods are captured in this book of wall hangings and quilts with outdoor
patterns and themes. Illustrations.
For Library Use:
Step by Step Portrait Art Quilts: Learn to Create Realistic Portrait and
Pictorial Quilts
Author: Bucklew, Margaret A.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: Step by Step Portrait Art Quilts takes you by the hand through every
step of creating your own unique applique art quilt. This book is complete with
detailed instructions on how to choose the proper photograph, make your custom
pattern, select the best fabrics, create your quilt top, and complete your heirloom
portrait or pictorial quilt. The applique method taught in this book is how to layer
pieces of fabric over one another to make the quilt top, not piecing fabric pieces
together. You do not have to be an expert quilter or a computer whiz to do any of
the steps, and no drawing skills are required. If you know how to create and save a file, a little computer savvy, and
sew a zig zag stitch, you have the experience required to craft an extraordinarily beautiful memory in cloth.
However, the book is aimed toward the experienced applique quilter. To help you create your digital quilt, in-depth
instructions on how to make your custom pattern are included for three different image editing software
applications: Photoshop, Photoshop Elements, & Gimp--which is free. Note: Gimp has a new site to upload the free
software gimp.org/downloads/ . The book lists the previous site, please use this new address to download
Gimp.The book includes ample photos and screen shots of palettes and dialogue boxes. As requested by quilters,
the text is written in a larger size font. Whether you prefer a PC or MAC you can easily follow the step-by-step
instructions for making your own pattern in this book.You'll happily combine the technical aspects of creating your
custom pattern with the relaxing aspect of quilting.Margaret Bucklew, author, teacher, & award winning portrait quilt
designerBonus: A free pattern is included with this book.
About the Author
In all of her endeavors, Margaret Bucklew brings a fierce, determined, and tenacious attitude. Her lifestyle reflects
her personal values of mental, physical, and spiritual toughness. Yet these values are tempered by her other
qualities of empathy, understanding, and gentleness.Her "can-do", "do-it-yourself" and "I can show you how"
attitude has served her well. Whether teaching in the classroom, building her home, or teaching Bible school, she
has the ability to take the complex and make it understandable and doable.Her books mirror who she is and the
reader will want to know what she has to say.Margaret has received many educational awards for her college career
teaching which include: Outstanding Faculty Award, Excellence in Teaching NISOD awarded twice,Chancellor's
Award for Exemplary Teaching Nominee twice. In addition to numerous internal educational awards, the College has
honored her with The Margaret Bucklew Advertising Design Award, presented annually to the top student in TCC
Student Art Competition (graphic design specialty).

Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Step by Step Portrait Art Quilts takes you by the hand through every step of creating your own unique applique art
quilt. This book is complete with detailed instructions on how to choose the proper photograph, make your custom
pattern, select the best fabrics, create your quilt top, and complete your heirloom portrait or pictorial quilt. The
applique method taught in this book is how to layer pieces of fabric over one another to make the quilt top, not
piecing fabric pieces together. You do not have to be an expert quilter or a computer whiz to do any of the steps,
and no drawing skills are required. If you know how to create and save a file, a little computer savvy, and sew a zig
zag stitch, you have the experience required to craft an extraordinarily beautiful memory in cloth. However, the
book is aimed toward the experienced applique quilter. To help you create your digital quilt, in-depth instructions on
how to make your custom pattern are included for three different image editing software applications: Photoshop,
Photoshop Elements, & Gimp--which is free. Note: Gimp has a new site to upload the free software
gimp.org/downloads/ . The book lists the previous site, please use this new address to download Gimp.The book
includes ample photos and screen shots of palettes and dialogue boxes. As requested by quilters, the text is written
in a larger size font. Whether you prefer a PC or MAC you can easily follow the step-by-step instructions for making
your own pattern in this book.You'll happily combine the technical aspects of creating your custom pattern with the
relaxing aspect of quilting.Margaret Bucklew, author, teacher, & award winning portrait quilt designerBonus: A free
pattern is included with this book.
About the Author
In all of her endeavors, Margaret Bucklew brings a fierce, determined, and tenacious attitude. Her lifestyle reflects
her personal values of mental, physical, and spiritual toughness. Yet these values are tempered by her other
qualities of empathy, understanding, and gentleness.Her "can-do", "do-it-yourself" and "I can show you how"
attitude has served her well. Whether teaching in the classroom, building her home, or teaching Bible school, she
has the ability to take the complex and make it understandable and doable.Her books mirror who she is and the
reader will want to know what she has to say.Margaret has received many educational awards for her college career
teaching which include: Outstanding Faculty Award, Excellence in Teaching NISOD awarded twice,Chancellor's
Award for Exemplary Teaching Nominee twice. In addition to numerous internal educational awards, the College has
honored her with The Margaret Bucklew Advertising Design Award, presented annually to the top student in TCC
Student Art Competition (graphic design specialty).
For Library Use: Bin 16
Stitched from the soul : slave quilts from the ante-bellum South
Author: Fry, Gladys-Marie.
Category:
Category:
Category: Includes bibliographical references (p. 96-101)
ix, 101 p. : ill. (some col. ; 29 cm.
Keywords: African American quilts--Southern States--History--19th century
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 96-101)
ix, 101 p. : ill. (some col. ; 29 cm.
For Library Use: Box 1
Stop. Go. Quilt. Sew!: Make12 Fun Projects for Boys to Enjoy
Author: Yosten, Angela.
Category: Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Category:
Category: Observe the "rules of the road" and share your love of hand-sewn
keepsakes with the boys in your life. Boys of all ages love their cars--celebrate
their devotion to all things transit and stitch up some fun things for them to wear
and use. Learn a new style of "scrap appliqué" using raw edge and reverse
appliqué techniques. From toddlers to teens, boys (and girls too!) will love
showing off these cool street sign and traffic signal designs. Full-sized patterns are
included for a quilt, pillows, shirts, messenger bag, shower curtain, towels &
more.
Review
"Stop. Go. Quilt. Sew! is a fun book of sewing projects for the little (and not so little) boys in your life. All of the
projects revolve around the theme of traffic signs, which makes for a unique and cohesive collection of projects for
all skill levels." --Quilt Dad
quiltdad.com/2012/08/stop-go-quilt-sew-blog-tour-giveaway.html
"Everyone in the Sewing Universe is always talking about how there are never enough "boy/guy/dude" quilts and
projects, so Angela decided to whip up some pretty cool designs here that pretty much would work for any man or
boy cave out there. And what I like most about these projects? Besides their strong graphic element? They are
scrappy!!" -- Blue Nickel Studios
Keywords: Appliqué Patterns, Interior decoration accessories, Children's rooms
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
Observe the "rules of the road" and share your love of hand-sewn keepsakes with the boys in your life. Boys of all
ages love their cars--celebrate their devotion to all things transit and stitch up some fun things for them to wear
and use. Learn a new style of "scrap appliqué" using raw edge and reverse appliqué techniques. From toddlers to
teens, boys (and girls too!) will love showing off these cool street sign and traffic signal designs. Full-sized patterns
are included for a quilt, pillows, shirts, messenger bag, shower curtain, towels & more.
Review
"Stop. Go. Quilt. Sew! is a fun book of sewing projects for the little (and not so little) boys in your life. All of the
projects revolve around the theme of traffic signs, which makes for a unique and cohesive collection of projects for
all skill levels." --Quilt Dad
quiltdad.com/2012/08/stop-go-quilt-sew-blog-tour-giveaway.html

"Everyone in the Sewing Universe is always talking about how there are never enough "boy/guy/dude" quilts and
projects, so Angela decided to whip up some pretty cool designs here that pretty much would work for any man or
boy cave out there. And what I like most about these projects? Besides their strong graphic element? They are
scrappy!!" -- Blue Nickel Studios
For Library Use: Bin 21
Sunshine & shadow: The Amish and
their quilts
Author: Haders, Phyllis.
Category:
Category:
Category: This book begins with a 24page introduction, illustrated in black and
white. This is followed by a section on
specific quilts. These have color plates and
a short descriptive paragraph. Includes
Star, Diamond, Bars, Double Nine-Patch,
Double Chain, Log Cabin Cradle Quilt, and
more. Includes Star, Diamond, Bars,
Double Nine-Patch, Double Chain, Log
Cabin Cradle Quilt, and more. 88p.
Measures 8 inches square.
Keywords: Amish quilts
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an
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request this title.

This book begins with a 24-page introduction, illustrated in black and white. This is followed by a section on specific
quilts. These have color plates and a short descriptive paragraph. Includes Star, Diamond, Bars, Double Nine-Patch,
Double Chain, Log Cabin Cradle Quilt, and more. Includes Star, Diamond, Bars, Double Nine-Patch, Double Chain,
Log Cabin Cradle Quilt, and more. 88p. Measures 8 inches square.
For Library Use: Box 1
Tilda's Seaside Ideas
Author: Finnanger, Tone.
Category: Instructional
Category:
Category: Recreate memories of the seaside with simple sewing, papercraft, crochet and
knitting projects using beautiful Tilda fabrics, yarn and embellishments. Be inspired by life at
the beach and in the ocean to make gifts, toys and pretty accessories for your home. From adorable whales and
fishing girl dolls to hanging mobiles, applique blankets and summer scarves, the designs will take you on a journey
of the perfect seaside holiday.
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Recreate memories of the seaside with simple sewing, papercraft, crochet and knitting projects using beautiful Tilda
fabrics, yarn and embellishments. Be inspired by life at the beach and in the ocean to make gifts, toys and pretty
accessories for your home. From adorable whales and fishing girl dolls to hanging mobiles, applique blankets and
summer scarves, the designs will take you on a journey of the perfect seaside holiday.
For Library Use:
To love & to cherish : brides remembered
Author: Lipsett, Linda Otto.
Category:
Category:
Category: Bibliography: p. 120-123.
129 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Keywords: Marriage customs and rites--United States,
Album quilts--United States, Friendship quilts--United
States, United States--Social life and customs--19th century
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Bibliography: p. 120-123.
129 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
For Library Use: Box 1
A Treasury of Amish Quilts
Author: Pellman, Rachel T..
Category: Religion
Category:
Category: A rich collection of colorful quilts gathered from Amish communities. What reviewers say- "A treasury

indeed, this book has 179 excellent color photographs of quilts in patterns most
favored by Amish women in Ohio, Indiana, and Lancaster and Mifflin Counties in
Pennsylvania, before 1940." -American Quilter "A chart showing distinctive features of
Amish quilts, comparing the color, fabric, and quilting techniques of various
communities, is included. Recommended." -Library Journal "It's a book to return to
often for inspiration and even meditation." -The Chattanooga Times "All quilts in the
book are shown in color, the quality of which is excellent. That extreme care was
observed during photography is evident; even the most intricate quilting design can
be clearly seen. A Treasury of Amish Quilts will be a most valuable addition to any
quilter's bookshelf."-Creative Quilting
Editorial Reviews
About the Author
Rachel Thomas Pellman designs quilt kits and lectures widely about quilts. She is the author or co-author of many
well-known books about quilting. Among them are The World of Amish Quilts and its companion how-to book,
Amish Quilt Patterns; A Treasury of Amish Quilts; Small Amish Quilt Pattens; A Tresury of Mennonite Quilts; and The
Country Bride Quilt. Rachel and her husband, Kenny, are the parents of two adult sons and live near Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.
Keywords: Amish quilts--Catalogs
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A rich collection of colorful quilts gathered from Amish communities. What reviewers say- "A treasury indeed, this
book has 179 excellent color photographs of quilts in patterns most favored by Amish women in Ohio, Indiana, and
Lancaster and Mifflin Counties in Pennsylvania, before 1940." -American Quilter "A chart showing distinctive
features of Amish quilts, comparing the color, fabric, and quilting techniques of various communities, is included.
Recommended." -Library Journal "It's a book to return to often for inspiration and even meditation." -The
Chattanooga Times "All quilts in the book are shown in color, the quality of which is excellent. That extreme care
was observed during photography is evident; even the most intricate quilting design can be clearly seen. A Treasury
of Amish Quilts will be a most valuable addition to any quilter's bookshelf."-Creative Quilting
Editorial Reviews
About the Author
Rachel Thomas Pellman designs quilt kits and lectures widely about quilts. She is the author or co-author of many
well-known books about quilting. Among them are The World of Amish Quilts and its companion how-to book,
Amish Quilt Patterns; A Treasury of Amish Quilts; Small Amish Quilt Pattens; A Tresury of Mennonite Quilts; and The
Country Bride Quilt. Rachel and her husband, Kenny, are the parents of two adult sons and live near Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.
For Library Use: Bag 1
Triple Irish Chain Quilts.
Author: Gilbert, Wendy.
Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: QUILT IN A DAY- Triple Irish Chain Quilt Patterns

Triple Irish Chain Quilts use the easy strip quilting methods you learned for double
Irish Chain to make a dramatic triple chain. The book includes complete
instructions for three color, scrap, and Yankee chain variations, with A and B
blocks for each illustrated in full color. Clear and comprehensive yardage charts
include color photos of finished quilts from wallhanging to king size. Finishing
instructions include a framing border, a Seminole border make from chain strips,
and favorite methods of machine quilting the Triple Irish.
Keywords:
Click Here to Buy This Book
If the link above does not work send an email to
library@ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org to request this title.
QUILT IN A DAY- Triple Irish Chain Quilt Patterns
Triple Irish Chain Quilts use the easy strip quilting methods you learned for double Irish Chain to make a dramatic
triple chain. The book includes complete instructions for three color, scrap, and Yankee chain variations, with A and
B blocks for each illustrated in full color. Clear and comprehensive yardage charts include color photos of finished
quilts from wallhanging to king size. Finishing instructions include a framing border, a Seminole border make from
chain strips, and favorite methods of machine quilting the Triple Irish.
For Library Use:
The Twentieth Century's Best American Quilts
Author: .
Category: reference
Category:
Category: This book celebrates 100 years of the art of
quilt making. It includes stunning color photos.
it is a book showing and telling a little back story on the
100 best American quilts of the 20th century, as selected
by a panel of experts. There is one pattern given in the
back for one of the quilts (which I did not expect, but is
a nice addition). I know sometimes people think every
quilt book will be patterns and are disappointed, so I
wanted to be clear about that!
There are many beautiful quilts in the book. Some of
them are downright amazing. So why didn't I love it?
Well, a couple things. For one, I'm not a huge fan of
contemporary art quilts, and there are many of them in
this book. While some were very cool, others left me
cold. Just personal taste. The thing that really kind of
bugged me, though, was that out of the 100 quilts, 51
were made in 1980 or later. Really? I mean, I know
there's been a quilting renaissance, but that seemed
excessive. To me it carried the message that quilts done recently (especially art quilts meant to hang on the wall
rather than go on the bed) are somehow better than the traditional quilts made 75-100 years ago. Also, there were
4 quilts based on "The Garden" in Ruth Finley's 1929 book on quilting. All four were truly lovely, but I guess I would

have rather seen a bit more variety than 4 interpretations of the same design.
All in all, it's a nice book, and I can appreciate that the judges would have had a hard time selecting only 100 quilts.
I just would have liked to see more earlier quilts and a bit more variety in the traditionally styled pieced quilts
shown. The quilts shown were pretty heavy on applique. Not that surprising, I guess, as applique can produce some
really stunning quilts which require a great amount of skill. I just think personally that there could have been more
variety in examples of intricately pieced quilts (aside from the contemporary art quilts and the several (4-5?) mosaic
quilts done in English paper piecing). Just me, I guess. So I liked it, but I really enjoyed "The Quilters Hall of Fame"
and "The American Quilt" more.
Keywords:
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This book celebrates 100 years of the art of quilt making. It includes stunning color photos.
it is a book showing and telling a little back story on the 100 best American quilts of the 20th century, as selected
by a panel of experts. There is one pattern given in the back for one of the quilts (which I did not expect, but is a
nice addition). I know sometimes people think every quilt book will be patterns and are disappointed, so I wanted
to be clear about that!
There are many beautiful quilts in the book. Some of them are downright amazing. So why didn't I love it? Well, a
couple things. For one, I'm not a huge fan of contemporary art quilts, and there are many of them in this book.
While some were very cool, others left me cold. Just personal taste. The thing that really kind of bugged me,
though, was that out of the 100 quilts, 51 were made in 1980 or later. Really? I mean, I know there's been a
quilting renaissance, but that seemed excessive. To me it carried the message that quilts done recently (especially
art quilts meant to hang on the wall rather than go on the bed) are somehow better than the traditional quilts made
75-100 years ago. Also, there were 4 quilts based on "The Garden" in Ruth Finley's 1929 book on quilting. All four
were truly lovely, but I guess I would have rather seen a bit more variety than 4 interpretations of the same design.
All in all, it's a nice book, and I can appreciate that the judges would have had a hard time selecting only 100 quilts.
I just would have liked to see more earlier quilts and a bit more variety in the traditionally styled pieced quilts
shown. The quilts shown were pretty heavy on applique. Not that surprising, I guess, as applique can produce some
really stunning quilts which require a great amount of skill. I just think personally that there could have been more
variety in examples of intricately pieced quilts (aside from the contemporary art quilts and the several (4-5?) mosaic
quilts done in English paper piecing). Just me, I guess. So I liked it, but I really enjoyed "The Quilters Hall of Fame"
and "The American Quilt" more.
For Library Use:
The ultimate collection of classic quilt blocks
Author: Stauffer, Jeanne.
Category: Pattern
Category:
Category: Loaded with color photos and instructions.
Keywords: Patchwork--Patterns, Appliqué--Patterns, Quilting
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Loaded with color photos and instructions.
For Library Use:
Woodland Christmas
Author: Mumm, Debbie.
Category: Seasonal
Category:
Category: This collection includes 20 wonderfully inviting
quilts & other holiday creations by Debbie Mumm.
Keywords:
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This collection includes 20 wonderfully inviting quilts & other holiday creations by Debbie Mumm.
For Library Use:
You Did What in the Ditch?
Author: Oldani, John L.
Category: Art
Category:
Category: Arguably, the American quilt is the quintessential example of folk art. And beyond
argument, quilting is crucial to the study of the history of American women. Like all folk art,
quilting established a defined culture with tangible traditions. You Did What in the Ditch? relays
the folklore of this culture. Author John Oldani, Ph.D., a folklore archivist who has produced
and judged national quilt shows, examines the vocabulary, sayings, folk beliefs, superstitions, folk poetry, historical
significance, and even the graffiti of the American quilter. Find out what quilters do "in the ditch," what they do with
"betweens," and where they hide their "pigs.
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Arguably, the American quilt is the quintessential example of folk art. And beyond argument, quilting is crucial to
the study of the history of American women. Like all folk art, quilting established a defined culture with tangible
traditions. You Did What in the Ditch? relays the folklore of this culture. Author John Oldani, Ph.D., a folklore
archivist who has produced and judged national quilt shows, examines the vocabulary, sayings, folk beliefs,
superstitions, folk poetry, historical significance, and even the graffiti of the American quilter. Find out what quilters
do "in the ditch," what they do with "betweens," and where they hide their "pigs.
For Library Use:
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